
Fortnite Garden Royale 
Materials: 

- plastic fruits & veggies 
- basket / bucket  
- cones  
- chalk 
- sprinkler 
- building materials (i.e. wood) 
- large open space 

Objective: 

The goal of this game is to bring a popular indoor game to the outdoors. To begin, engage students 
in a conversation about the importance of physical exercise and connecting with nature - which is 
why we brought one of their favorite games outdoors and into real life!  

During the game, students will play as an individual to survive, however players will have to work 
together to complete the course.  

Set - up: 

Distinguish the following areas for the game: 

1) A “battle bus” which drops the players into the playing field: this is basically just the starting 
point for the game -so  any area where all the players can group together will work for this  

2) Hidden objects (plastic fruits & veggies) throughout the playing area: these represent a food 
source players must scavenge for. Place a basket somewhere in the playing area for players to 
drop their food in.  

3) An obstacle course where students must run, jump, climb, crawl, etc. (write instructions/
commands throughout the course using chalk to help students through the course) 

4) An area that represents hot lava or a rushing river that students must build a bridge to cross: 
leave building materials, such as wood, for the students to use in order to cross this barrier.  

5) An area where zombie monsters lurk. 
6) A platform or object that the players must run to in order to complete the game.  

Rules: 

1) Students will play as an individual, but must work together during part of the game  
2) Players will airdrop from the “battle bus” into the playing arena with NO RESOURCES! 
3) First, players must find one piece of hidden food in the playing area. 
4) Once the player finds their food, they must drop it in a basket in order to start the obstacle course. 
5) The player will then complete the obstacle course. At the end of the course, players are faced with 

a barrier they must cross (hot lava, rushing water, etc.) using the designated building materials. 
Working together, students must build a bridge in order to reach the final part of the game.  

6) Once players are over the bridge, they will be faced with zombie monsters. They must avoid 
being tagged by one of the monsters, and cross the infested area in order to reach the survival 
platform. If a player avoids being tagged and reaches the end of the course, they have SURVIVED 
Garden Fortnite.  




